GDI
Branded ads appearing next to globalist conspiracies
GDI has studied a selection of conspiracy stories and sites spreading disinformation about Globalist conspiracies.

Conspiracy theories include:

- Globalist propaganda on COVID-19 and the global protests.
- Soros-funded “terrorism” and “riots”.

All stories found on known disinformation sites.
Brands funding these sites & stories:
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:

*Note: Some of these companies include retargeting and data analytic companies serving the “last mile” for delivering online ads.*
Brand Advertisements

- All of these brands were found on the sites queried.
- Brand ads will vary by anyone’s data footprint & geolocation.
- Screenshots taken from locations in US, UK and Germany.
- Given EU data protections, most ads provide clickable information on the company providing ad.
- This information has been included and/or used to attribute the delivery of an ad to a specific tech company.
- The ad serving domain has been circled at the bottom of each screenshot (whenever available in the browser status bar).
The Globalists Are Coming!

It's time to hang a lantern in the Old North Church.

By Richard Higgins • July 21, 2020

We are now five years into an existential war for the soul of America—a war started not by a gunshot, but by a descending escalator. The battle that was enjoined has ebbed and flowed in various forms of sabotage, subversion, propaganda, sedition, and insurrection. Escalation is remorseless, with no end in sight. Confusion among the ranks of Americans is becoming routine.

How to regain our footing? Abraham Lincoln famously said, "if we could first know where we are, and whither we are tending, we could better judge what to do, and how to do it."

Well, there is no better time than the present.

The end of the imperial age of the United States approaches rapidly and relentlessly. Political power and resources have squandered American dominance, and thus its security—quick to sell their voters to beholden to external influences with their laps of gold. These opportunities are...
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We are now five years into an existential war for the soul of America—a war started not by a gunshot, but by a descending escalator. The battle that was enjoined has ebbed and flowed in various forms of sabotage, subversion, propaganda, sedition, and insurrection. Escalation is remorseless, with no end in sight. Confusion among the ranks of Americans is becoming routine.

How to regain our footing? Abraham Lincoln famously said, “if we could first know where we are, and whither we are tending, we could better judge what to do, and how to do it.”

Well, there is no better time than the present.

The end of the imperial age of the United States approaches rapidly and relentlessly. Political opportunists have squandered American dominance, and thus its security—quick to sell their votes to corporate profiteers, beholden to external influencers with their bags of gold. These opportunists are of no particular value to the citizens of this country, from whom they feel a corresponding alienation. Their loyalty is to their self-interest, and their faith is in their financial masters.

Now the hour is late and the tools of manipulation—so well-honed by these corrupt financial oligarchs and their international money masters—are failing. Even their successful promotion of a race relations healer turned societal divider failed to stem the tide of a rising national populism that rejects their globalist narrative.
DHS Agent: Portland Rioters ‘Mentally Ill,’ ‘Drug Abusers,’ ‘Catatonic With Hate’

By Debra Heine • July 27, 2020

The deranged antifa mob that has rioted in Portland, Oregon for 60 consecutive days, is full of “mentally ill, frothing-at-the-mouth individuals” who seem “almost catatonic with hate,” according to a DHS agent who shared his impressions of the situation anonymously to the Center for Immigration Studies (CIS).

Last week, federal agents were deployed to Portland in a mission called Operation Diligent Valor to protect downtown’s Mark O. Hatfield U.S. Courthouse.

The DHS agent called the situation “surreal,” and hypothesized that the violent agitators have projected their hatred of the president onto the federal courthouse.

The DHS agent called the situation “surreal,” and hypothesized that the violent agitators have projected their hatred of the president onto the federal courthouse.
Statistics Don’t Lie, But Black Lives Matter Does

Do we have systemic racism against blacks or a systemic culture of overwhelmingly rampant self-inflicted violence and death in majority-black communities?

By Rick Logis • July 29, 2020

In the adult world of serious matters, opinions are useless, irrelevant, and worthless, because everyone has one; anything that everyone has is usually of little to no value.
Statistics Don’t Lie, But Black Lives Matter Does

Do we have systemic racism against blacks or a systemic culture of overwhelmingly rampant self-inflicted violence and death in majority-black communities?

By Rich Logis • July 29, 2020

In the adult world of serious matters, opinions are useless, irrelevant, and worthless, because everyone has one; anything that everyone has is usually of little to no value.

Conversely, science, math, numbers, evidence, data and facts, contracts, and laws—these matter a great deal.

Despite what the limousine liberal athletes of American professional sports leagues tell you, blacks voluntarily vote for the people who enslave them and/or kill them.
ANTIFA Throws What Appears to be a BOMB At the Hatfield Federal Courthouse

Terrorism.

Published 9 hours ago on Jul 28, 2020
By Richard Moorhead
Fast-tracked covid-19 vaccine alters human DNA, turns people into genetically modified property
Mike Rowe became famous as the “Dirty Jobs” guy on the Discovery Channel show that ran from 2005 to 2012. He’s now got a show called Somebody’s Gotta Do It, and he’s recently been filming episodes for that show.

Over the years, Rowe has impressed people, not only with his willingness to try his hand at dangerous and dirty jobs, but for his good sense of humor and his admirable pragmatism. That was on display when he explained that the virus will not stop him from working on his television show. He believes the virus will do what it’s going to do and, therefore, he refuses to give in to panic or stop living.

On his Facebook page, Rowe will occasionally answer letters from people. The most recent letter came from Darlene Gabon, who thought he was being irresponsible to continue working while the Wuhan virus is still out there:

In a recent post, you said you’ve been to Tennessee and Georgia, giving speeches and filming for your new show. Before that, you were on the road shooting for Dirty Jobs. Is it really so important
Consider someone who screams, "Hitler should have finished you off," for example, while committing a crime against a Jew. Or a person who uses the N-word while assaulting a black person. Or an evildoer who adds insult to injury by using the C-word on his victim while raping her. Should these criminals pay a more severe penalty than other thugs who used the same degree of violence but said nothing?

Yes, if there are hate crimes on the books; no, if a person should be punished only for crimes, but not for his speech.

Then there is that matter of hateful thoughts, or hate speech unconnected with any crime whatsoever. The way charges in this matter are bruited about, this
Access to COVID-19 vaccine may be restricted based on race, if panel has its way

By Hana Bader  July 24, 2020

Federal health advisers are advocating that racial minorities be given access to a COVID-19 vaccine

https://addclick.g.doubleclick.net/jcs/click?rcai=AKAKdpc-cVvxdNk83qkM-nWD_dBdIlhYuIV4IkauAxMeo0hDxq766GPa93GqzL2Upo421Wyg4888ymJoRPTeqmxtUEN4MtzqwWYOHPgCZOq1YOs0hNJBPQruvRO_6A
Access to COVID-19 vaccine may be restricted based on race, if panel has its way

By Hans Bader  24 July, 2020

Federal health advisers are advising Black and brown people to receive the COVID-19 vaccine before whites. That would be unjust and unwise.

A federal advisory committee is now urging Black and brown people to receive the COVID-19 vaccine before whites. It claims the vaccine is effective at preventing COVID-19 and that it may recommend that access be based on race, reports the New York Times. The reasoning is that Black and brown people have a higher incidence of COVID-19 and that this is due to their lower access to health care.
Thread and Alzheimer’s Association ad delivered by Google

Health Checkpoints, Biometric IDs, Vaccine Ink Injections: Media Reveals Orwellian ‘New Normal’ on the Horizon Due to COVID-19

This is the right crisis needed to implement the new world order.

Published 17 hours ago on Jul 30, 2020
By Shane Trojo
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